
Student Voice Meeting Minutes
December 1, 2023

Meeting details
Time: 12PM
Location: East Side Dining

12:05PM
● Start of the meeting with the members present:

Alex Herz
Myra Lin
Rachel Truskinovsky
Jenna Sweet
Michaelo Herring-Calvo
Frankie Yang
Mishkat Amlan
Christian Demushkin
Laura Martarono
Dawn Villacci
Victoria Mylott
Nicole Diaz
Bill Napolitano

● New Business
❖ Feedback from students:

➢ Students commented that the utensils at East Side Dining are dirty.
➢ The ice cream machine broke at East Side Dining and students are

wondering when it will be fixed. SBU Eats is fixing the machine and
considering buying a new machine.

➢ Students are wondering if there is a veggie quesadilla at Cocina Fresca at
Roth. Inform students that they can customize their quesadillas.

➢ Students want more orange chicken and more Sloppy Joes at East Side
Dining.

➢ Students want more Halal options at the SAC.
➢ One student suggested bringing Moe’s in the space where Starbucks is at

East Side Dining, however, this food chain is similar to Cocina Fresca.
➢ Students enjoy the pasta at Savor.
➢ Students suggested a soup dumpling spot. Jasmine offers soup dumplings,

but students aren't aware of it.
➢ Students would like original Indian food.
➢ Students suggested more Chinese dishes, like tomato and egg and wonton

soup.



➢ Students commented that the Halal Wayz food truck is not giving enough
chicken for the platters.

➢ Students would like more pasta sauce and the option to add sauce to their
pasta at East Side Dining.

➢ Fairlife shakes aren't always available at SAC and the Emporium.
➢ Students commented that there are no Late Night food options at East Side

Dining, that the only offerings are the leftovers. There isn't the usual late
night food like pasta, chicken wings, mozzarella sticks.

❖ Upcoming activities:
➢ Tuesday December 5th at 3PM, Teaching Kitchen - Avocado Truffles at

Roth.
➢ Wednesday December 6, Teaching Kitchen - Cookie decorating at 1PM at

Roth.
➢ Wednesday December 6, Prime Night at both dining halls from 4pm to

9pm.
➢ Thursday December 7 at 4PM, Teaching Kitchen - Mini Gingerbread

Houses at Roth. At 6PM, there will be a cookie competition.
➢ Thursday December 7, Holiday Student Cooking Competition at 6PM at

Roth. Four teams of two will compete to make the best gingerbread houses
and hot cocoa.

➢ Monday December 11, is Midnight Breakfast at East Side Dining from
10pm to 12am.

❖ Dunkin’ and Starbucks vouchers for the raffle will be updated and delivered to
Student Voice.

❖ If you have any menu ideas for next semester, feel free to send an email to Laura
Martorano, Campus Dietitian at laura.martorano@stonybrook.edu, so your menu
ideas could be implemented for next semester.

❖ SBU Eats is working on creating a pop up for popular fast-food retailers.
❖ Students liked the idea of food delivery on campus, however, it is an idea in

progress.
❖ The issue with the Farmer’s Fridge vending machine is that it is not compatible

with the Stony Brook ID card. They are working to fix this issue for next
semester.

❖ Sometimes the screens at the dining locations glitch and that might be because of
the signal. Please inform the manager when that happens so they can fix it.

❖ Add a combo machine for food and beverages at Tabler for next semester.
❖ This is the last Student Voice Meeting for this semester.
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12:52PM
● Adjournment


